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Youth Hostels in the vicinity of Sir Charles Trevelyan’s Wallington Hall
at the Granary (Wallington Hall), Great Bavington and Rothley Shiel

Introduction
This profile covers the history of three youth hostels in very close proximity to Wallington Hall, the inherited
country seat of Sir Charles Trevelyan. One was a humble outbuilding in the Hall’s grounds, yet one of YHA’s most
significant pioneer hostels. A little over 4 miles west lay the tiny village of Great Bavington, while 6 miles north
could be found the even tinier settlement of Rothley Shiel. In the latter pair, simple small hostels were established,
initially to help out an overcrowded Wallington site. All were closed by 1959, though a tempting carrot of a newbuild replacement to serve the area was left dangling for quite a few years. The owning hand and generous
disposition of Sir Charles guided all these activities. Both he and his brother, the distinguished historian GM
Trevelyan, became ardent and active YHA supporters, Sir Charles as president of the local YHA region and George
as president of the national YHA, both serving for twenty years or so of the pioneering era.

Wallington Youth Hostel

1931 to 1955

The Granary, Wallington Hall, Cambo, Morpeth
Historic County: Northumberland

YHA Region:
Northumberland & Tyneside

GR: NZ 027842

Extract from the national 1931 YHA Handbook –Wallington was No. 1 hostel in the very first issue (YHA Archive)
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The hostel was in the old granary, one of the eighteenth-century outbuildings on the north side of Wallington Hall.
It was located to the right as one approached the clock tower entrance from the north, beyond a row of cottages. It
was first established not by YHA, but as early as 1929 by landowner Sir Charles Trevelyan and a group of dedicated
ramblers. A Wallington Estate magazine ‘Two Hoots’ of 2006 outlined those formative years:
Sir Charles and his brother George were both keen and energetic walkers and always tried to encourage others to
enjoy the country on foot. When Sir Charles inherited Wallington, one of his early projects was to provide a
hostel where walkers could stay a night or two on their way to the moors and hills to the North up to the
Cheviots. He converted one of the unused granaries in the Courtyard into a hostel. There were two dormitories,
male and female, for 8 or 10 each. The two-tier bunks were made of rough timber with wire netting for the bed
bases and straw palliasses for mattresses. There was a common room with an open fire for both cooking and
heating. Washing arrangements were very primitive and limited.
The hostel was the first of its kind, and Sir Charles had the encouragement of the Trampers’ Guild. By 1932 the
hostel had been used for about 400 bed-nights. The Guild was one of several bodies formed in the inter-War
years to encourage walking that were absorbed into the Youth Hostels Association when it was founded in 1930,
with the encouragement and support of George M Trevelyan.
The YHA took over the hostel in 1932 [sic, actually 1931] as Hostel No. 1 and it was responsible for it until
after the War, when it was closed as being below the required standard of amenity set by the Association.

Writing in 1945 and 1946, J Philipson, a key worker for the Northumberland and Tyneside Region, recalled the
formation of the most northerly YHA Regional Group:
[YHA’s] Northumberland and Tyneside Region was founded in 1931. The Regional Group was formed out of
the pre-existing Northumbrian Trampers’ Guild, of which Edith Bulmer was a member. The Group’s first
Hostel was Wallington. The Northumbrian Trampers’ Guild at a General Meeting on 28th May 1931 resolved
to seek affiliation to the YHA and by resolution constituted itself as the Northumberland and Tyneside Region
of the YHA. Certainly Wallington was in operation as a hostel from the very beginnings of the Region, and
should I suppose be regarded as having been opened as a youth hostel on 28th May 1931.

Later still, the Tyneside Hosteller Magazine of July 1950 included a historic facsimile from the region’s 1931 minute
book, shown above, and the following unique description of the early Trampers’ Guild premises:
Coming of Age
The YHA nationally is celebrating its 21st birthday. The Northumberland and Tyneside Region under that
name is not so old. It came into being when the Northumbrian Trampers’ Guild, an older body, decided
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unanimously to affiliate with the Youth Hostels Association and took the title of Northumberland and Tyneside
Region.
The Guild had established shelters at Morpeth, Ulgham, Wooler, Garrigill, Netherton and Tanfield. The
principal assets taken over from the guild by the YHA were its president, Sir Charles Trevelyan, the Wallington
hostel, and £4.8s.3d in the Newcastle Savings Bank. From these potent seeds has grown our present vigorous
region.
While, therefore, the history of the region reaches back into that of the Trampers’ Guild, officially it dates from
that meeting in the Toc H in Grainger Park Road, Newcastle, on 28th May 1931.

As for any claim that it was the first YHA hostel, it was certainly a candidate to be called one of the first non-YHA
British hostels independently opened in the style of the well-established German Jugendherberge; it started
operation in 1929 for the use of the Trampers’ Guild. Nevertheless, it can only claim to share the title of one of the
first YHA hostels with about 50 others nationally that were made available for Easter and spring 1931. There was in
any case a very short-lived and experimental Merseyside Region YHA hostel at Pennant Hall near Llanrwst that was
certainly open in December 1930. That too is often cited as the first, if somewhat untypical, YHA hostel. Of all the
early 1931 hostels, only Street near Glastonbury and Idwal Cottage in North Wales remain in YHA use in 2020.
The stone-built granary-turned-hostel was at the north-west corner of Wallington Hall, the National Trust’s first
property. Sir Charles Trevelyan, who remained until 1950 the President of the Northumberland and Tyneside
Region, loaned it free of rent, or at nominal rent. In its first year the hostel shared with Once Brewed the distinction
of a hostess (Lady Trevelyan) instead of a warden. Tyneside Hosteller of Spring 1948 fleshed out more detail:
In 1750, Sir William Blackett built Wallington clock tower through which he used to drive his coach and horses
to the pele tower section of the Hall which was then the front, and not the back, door. At the same time, he built
Wallington barn, which now may be the best loved and most famous barn in the country for, in the 17 years we
have enjoyed this home, over 20,000 members have stayed the night there. A very large proportion of the most
active Tyneside youth must have captured the pioneering spirit of Wallington.
Wallington barn is a simple hostel – built above a byre it could not very well be otherwise. For the first year there
was no piped water in the hostel; now we have not only the cooking sink but the possibly unnecessary luxury of
hot and cold water in the dormitories!
The dormitories are lofty and well ventilated. Electric lighting and Calor Gas cooking help the high standard of
cleanliness to be attained. The homely common room compels us to get together, to chat, to discuss, to sing, to
get to know one another.
Sir Charles Trevelyan has himself borne most of the expense of the conversion and repair, and in 1933
completely refloored the common room. Working parties too have done much and there is an interesting minute
in January, 1932, thanking Mr FA Wills (‘Vagabond’), the first supervisor, for organising the repair of beds.
Many of the blankets then in use were Lady Trevelyan’s own.

This extract from Youth Hostels in Lakeland and the North-East, 1932, gives further detail. In that year Wallington’s warden
was Mr Gay, who like his several successors here was a member of the estate work force. Members were advised to approach
the building from the back. Note the variety of bus services then available in this secluded rural location (author’s collection)
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1: in this 1932 photograph, hostellers were congregating underneath Sir William Blackett’s clock tower at the northern entrance
to Wallington Hall, which can be seen through the carriage entrance. The youth hostel lay a little way to the right;
2: also seen in 1932, this old open barn stood in front of the hostel, making photography of the granary difficult. It would be
entirely within the spirit and practice of YHA’s pioneering hostels if the barn were used as an ad hoc fresh-air dormitory.
A similar crowd features in an early YHA film, ‘this Freedom’, shot here and at other rare Northumberland hostels.
At the rear of the gathering is Edith Bulmer, Sir Charles’ secretary but also doubling as secretary for the YHA region,
while immediately in front of her, facing sideways, is thought to be J Philipson, another important regional figure;
3: the constricted viewpoints may explain why the only known image of the granary in hostel use is a drawing of
the common room by Dennis Davy, made available in the early days as a postcard (YHA Archive)

The excellently produced 1935 publication Youth Hostels in Lakeland & the Border Country, from which a map is
reproduced on the following page, indicated that capacity had now been reduced to men 12, women 10. To avoid
hiking to the Post Office shop at Cambo, hostellers could obtain some supplies at the cottage near the road.
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Map extract from Youth Hostels in Lakeland & the Border Country, 1935. This part of Northumberland had by 1935 expanded
to five hostels. Of these, Wooler was the old hostel in the redundant railway station, and closed by the war. The little Alnham
village hall location was also a victim of hostilities. Acomb, a simple hostel near Hadrian’s Wall, lasted well into the 21st century,
while Once Brewed has survived two demolitions and complete rebuildings to become the state-of-the-art YHA Sill. The shortlived Scottish hostel at Attonburn, below Kelso, was a very hard day’s walk from the English chain (author’s collection)

Further early regional handbooks advised that in 1937 the warden was Jos. Newbigin, first cottage on left at Clock
Tower entrance to Hall grounds, who would now provide meals if ordered, while in 1939 lighting was by electricity
and cooking by Calor Gas. United SMT buses had now penetrated this remote area on at least one route.
Prospects for youth hostels in the region in the first weeks of the war seemed bleak. All were summarily closed in
September 1939, awaiting instructions, with an expectation of requisition, evacuation usage or other government
requirements, but the phoney war soon encouraged relaxation of the stance and within a month or two several
hostels in the north east were functioning again. Wallington hostel was able to operate each year of the war. It was
reopened for week-ends, from Christmas 1939 to the end of March 1940, for example, then continued in full-time
hostel use. The local annual report for 1940 told how Sir Charles was so keen to carry on with the facility that he put
evacuees in the West Hall so as to allow the hostel to continue.
Left: hostel stamp from the membership card of CW Maitland, 1943 (YHA Archive)

By the end of the war there were early signs that the facilities at Wallington hostel were becoming inadequate. On
July 11th 1945 Sir Charles Trevelyan proposed a newly built hostel on land donated by him at nearby Cambo to
replace Wallington, an offer that was to run for many years. In 1949, however, the original hostel was further
improved: the cramped common room, where few could sit, was switched with the women’s sleeping quarters,
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which lost space to a new corridor. Accommodation was thus altered from men 14, women 14 to men 16, women
10. Further regional handbooks advised that in 1949 the wardens, Mr and Mrs Whitelaw, lived in one of the
adjoining cottages. The original hay-shed was now described as a stack-yard. In 1950 the warden was Mr WJ Tinlin,
living nearby.
In Spring 1948, an article by Alan Gardner in a new letterpress magazine, Tyneside Hosteller, offered insight into
plans for Wallington and Cambo:
So rapidly has YHA membership expanded – twice as many members visited Wallington last year compared with
the average pre-war – that there has been a natural tendency to put up ever more beds, and the wartime increase
from 22 to 28 has overburdened the combined common-cum-dining-cum-cooking room as well as other facilities
and I, personally, would like to see more hostels to enable the crush at Wallington to be reduced somewhat.
In a few years’ time we shall be able to start building on the land near Cambo, which Sir Charles has given us, and
this larger hostel will solve many of our problems.
Each of our wardens for Wallington has been drawn from the estate and each has helped us a very great deal.
Wallington is a great experiment. Can the young townsman get to know the country without disturbing the
country? Frankly, I believe he can. We have all enjoyed the liberty and facilities of Wallington – thank you, Sir
Charles.

The debt to the patron but the impending end of an era were underscored in the November 1950 edition of the
same magazine:
For a landowner and a baronet to support a movement to encourage young townspeople to scatter themselves
over the countryside is in itself a portent and Sir Charles Trevelyan has done more than that. He was the first
president of our Northumberland and Tyneside YHA, and president has he been from that day to this. Nor has
Sir Charles’ support been merely nominal, a matter of permitting his name to appear on our letter heading. He
has presided at our Annual General Meetings and continuously taken an active interest in our affairs.
To him we owe the use rent-free of the Wallington hostel. More recently he has increased our debt by giving us
the lease of a piece of land at Cambo on which, when building may be practicable, we may build a hostel of a size
adequate for the need. Meanwhile to provide an overflow for the Wallington hostel, he has given us at a nominal
rent the use of the building at Rothley Shiel.
No one man has done so much for our region as Sir Charles Trevelyan. Now that, to our great regret, he insists
on resigning, let us register our thanks and on his eightieth birthday wish him many happy returns.

Sketch-map from Youth Hostels in Yorkshire, Durham & Northumberland, 1950 edition (author’s collection)

Another five years were to pass before the hostel closed for good on the last day of 1955. As late as 1953, Tyneside
Hosteller was commenting: Bellingham and Wallington, our good old-timers, give no trouble.
The same publication, November 1955 issue, brought down the curtain:
The announcement that Wallington hostel is about to close cannot be allowed to pass without a word of
farewell. Wallington was our first hostel – indeed it was a hostel of the Northumbrian Trampers’ Guild before
there was a YHA here.
It had no claim to be remarkable for size or beauty of premises, but it was our first and was regarded with a partial
eye on that account. It was accessible too, and lay at the hub of many pleasant cross-country walks. The county
will never be quite the same without a hostel at Wallington.
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All these years we have enjoyed the Wallington hostel rent-free owing to the generosity of Sir Charles Trevelyan.
To his generosity we owe the site for a hostel at Cambo on which, when funds become available, we hope to
build a replacement for the Wallington hostel. From the hilltop of Cambo we shall then be able to look south
over fields and woods towards the site of what will always be remembered as a pioneer hostel.
Old-timers will remember many happy common-room evenings, the country dancing at Cambo, and the thrills
of discovering the delightful countryside which surrounds Wallington Hall. Above all, we shall cherish with
gratitude and profound admiration memories of the kindliness of Sir Charles and Lady Trevelyan towards our
members, and their generosity in allowing us to have free use of the hostel for 23 years.

After the war the region had surveyed the Cambo site, in a field on the north side of a track leading west from the
road at the south end of the village (grid reference NZ 024855). It was to be a hostel in stone. Plans held in the YHA
Archive were drawn up by John Dower, Sir Charles’ son-in-law and himself resident of Cambo, in July 1945, and
appear to show a mirror-image arrangement to his own design for Malham hostel. As at Wallington Hall, the land at
Cambo was vested in the National Trust. There was a tenancy agreement dated 11th November1946, offered for
100 years and held by YHA Trust from 12th March 1947. Sir Charles planted the trees to shelter the planned hostel
and arranged the installation of mains water here.
But the reality was that, through shortage of funds, building operations had to be postponed in 1947. By the 1950s
YHA was overstretched, the post-war boom in numbers was diminishing, in some places alarmingly, and Alan
Gardner’s wish to see more small hostels opened to support an overcrowded central location like Wallington seemed
too optimistic. Northumberland and Tyneside Region, though well run, could barely afford the expense and risk of a
new-build hostel at this time. Much as it would have liked the kudos of its own version of Malham, its potential
customers at this location were far fewer than at the West Riding’s honeypot. Consequently, a decision on Sir
Charles’ offer of land was regularly postponed. In 1951 the region claimed to be committed to the Cambo project,
and said it would commit as soon as possible. The following year it had retreated somewhat: the Council did not rule
out the possibility of proceeding with the new hostel at Cambo in spite of the expense and other difficulties.
The site was visited annually, however, and preparation for levelling was anticipated in 1952. In his obituary to Sir
Charles, who died in January 1958, Alan Gardner wrote in Youth Hosteller that it was a great disappointment to him
that we dragged our feet and pleaded greater need elsewhere for our limited finance. The site was not surrendered until
19th April 1971. It may not have helped that the Region also possessed plans for a site at Pondicherry, near
Rothbury, and sought to develop that between 1938 and 1951. The Pondicherry plot was inspected for many years,
but the hostel was never built. Finally, in 1951 the land was being grazed and was to be sold. A buyer could not be
found, however, and it was not relinquished by YHA until after 2010.

The grey door in the middle of these images was the hostel entrance. The timber barn standing on the right, originally opensided, is now enclosed. It appears in a photograph on page 4 and also in rare early footage for a YHA film, ‘This Freedom’,
compiled for a BBC4 programme in 2009 from YHA Archive’s rich stock of such materials held at the Yorkshire Film Archive
(author’s photographs from September 2005)

As late as 2005 the granary was still serving as an outdoor education hostel.
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Great Bavington Youth Hostel 1948 to 1959
The School, Great Bavington, Clapheaton
Historic County:
Northumberland

YHA Region:
Northumberland and Tyneside

GR: NY 984802

Great Bavington hostel was opened in a redundant school in the tiny agricultural village of that name. The
settlement is located on the Whin Sill a few miles west of Wallington Hall. Though no evidence of direct
involvement by Sir Charles in setting up the hostel has been discovered, a conversation with Mrs Lawson, a later
resident in the premises, suggested that the village was on land belonging to the Trevelyan family of Wallington
Hall. The hostel opened in July 1948 and received an official blessing two months later, when both Sir Charles and
his brother George were present. Encouragement from the brothers in YHA’s establishment here can surely be
presumed. Epithets such as unpretentious and homely little hostel were soon well documented.

1 2
1: George Macaulay Trevelyan, the historian, addresses attendees at the official opening in September 1948.
His brother Charles is standing behind him; 2: the rear of the property on the same occasion
(photographs by J Philipson, donated by Arthur Dunabin, YHA Archive)

The 1948 YHA annual report describes the school building as purchased by YHA; more usually a rental of this sort
of property might have been expected. It describes the rationale for the opening:
With an increase of 1,873 – the largest increase ever – membership of the Northumberland and Tyneside
Regional Group topped 10,000. The region’s tenth hostel was opened, but for the eighth successive year the
demand for beds has increased faster than the supply, and the average use of every hostel bed is twice as great as
pre-war. The ex-school building was purchased at Bavington, which with surprisingly little adaptation made an
admirable small self-cookers’ hostel.

Mrs Lawson has lived in the low cottage, the former school room seen from the street in pictures on page 11, since
just after YHA days. To the left of the school room was the two-storey private schoolhouse. The further part of that
same building was the Harvest Home, the original village pub. Speaking in 2005, she recalled:
The main building was for one sex (females), and the cottage further down the little lane to the right, (warden
Mr Carr’s home), was used for the males. My door was the hostel entrance. The village was on land belonging to
the Trevelyan family of Wallington Hall, [as indeed was the site at Rothley Shiel hostel], so in 1950 Sir Charles
Trevelyan’s enthusiasm for YHA matters may have led to interest in the three hostels. The village pub (the
Harvest Home) in Great Bavington closed because of teetotal opposition. A factor leading to closure of the
hostel was the difficulty of keeping the sexes to their own buildings.

George Carr was warden throughout, from the 1948 opening until his death forced the issue of closure in April
1959. He lived in the next cottage east of the hostel and accommodated male hostellers there in an upstairs, cramped
room. A hosteller named ‘Felix’ extolled the warden’s and the hostel’s gentle attributes in a letter to the Tyneside
Hosteller magazine in September 1953, referring to a sister publication:
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In the [YHA] North Midlands News a paragraph reads: ‘Gladioli – Interested in Cottage Gardens? Neither were
we until we met the warden of Great Bavington who grows enormous gladioli in a garden on the slope of a
particularly bleak Northumbrian fell… We were rash enough to admire them when returning the key and thus it
was we spent an hour with him whilst he revealed the hidden treasures of his well-loved bit of England. Tranquil
backwater: we loved it’.

1950 Publication: Youth Hostels in Yorkshire, Durham & Northumberland. It also shows Wallington hostel to the north east
(author’s collection)

A few improvements came to the hostel in its dozen years. None would have been as welcome as an electrical supply.
The November 1955 Tyneside Hosteller gave out the good news with tongue-in cheek humour:
With the installation of mains electricity at Great Bavington hostel, our greatly esteemed friend George Carr, the
warden, has suffered a serious setback in his gallant rearguard action against modernisation. We shudder to think
of his reactions to the blows which may follow, when his beloved spring is constricted into pipes and loads of
drainpipes are delivered. Much credit is due to Arthur Elliot, of South Shields, for attending to the wiring and
satisfying the Electricity Board’s requirements; it was mainly a one man voluntary work party.

In 1948 the region was experiencing a post-war surge of interest in hostelling and could justify the setting up of new
hostels in the interior of Northumberland, especially to help out overtaxed existing properties. By the mid-1950s
however the picture was quite different, regionally and nationally, and the push to have a hostel a day’s walk from
anywhere in any direction, ‘a hostel in every village’ as some would have hoped, had receded considerably as the
boom diminished. By 1949 Wallington Hall was being helped out by two new neighbours, Great Bavington and the
even more obscure Rothley Shiel, but only half-a-dozen years later the bubble had burst and the Regional Council
found itself left with too many much-loved but old-fashioned loss-making hostels and not enough hostellers.
Wallington and Rothley Shiel closed in quick succession. By mid-1956, both were gone, the promise of the new
hostel at Cambo was disappearing under financial constraint and Great Bavington was left to soldier on alone.
In May 1956 the editorial in Tyneside Hosteller seemed positive about improved prospects for the remaining hostel:
The closing of Wallington and Rothley Shiel hostels has left awkward gaps for hostellers who wish to explore the
beautiful expanse of Northumbrian countryside which lies between the Coquet and Tynedale, but Great
Bavington is fairly central for this area, and it is expected the usage of the hostel will be much greater now that
the other two are no longer available.
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Less than a year later, the magazine was revising its expectations downwards:
Mr Carr would appreciate a few more visitors. He could do with a little help at the hostel to keep it in shape.
Chess players and domino fans are assured of a good game up at ‘Bav’.

Working parties and individual helpers continued to provide modest improvements. At the end of 1957 the hostel
had a general overhaul; enthusiasts painted and distempered the members’ kitchen, improved common room
lighting and even provided the luxury of a socket for electric shavers. The primitive men’s sleeping arrangements in
the warden’s cottage improved with two-way lighting on the stairs. In 1958 the extravagantly titled Elswick Olympic
Road Club – unusually, not a named YHA Area Group – provided a work force to lay tiles in the kitchen, while as
late as January 1959 the warden and two helpers improved the men’s dormitory further by lining the rafters. An
electric water boiler appeared from somewhere.
Within weeks the local hostelling fraternity learned of the death of George Carr. The hostel’s management
committee looked for a replacement warden from the village, but none was forthcoming. The hostel would close on
April 30th, a nominally temporary arrangement, though it was never to reopen. Tyneside Hosteller of May/June
1959 gave this affectionate account of his life and contribution to YHA:
George Carr died in Hexham Hospital a few weeks ago, aged 74, and with his passing we have lost one of our
best-loved and most esteemed wardens. He had lived by himself for several years. There have been Carrs at Great
Bavington for many generations and George, who was born and bred there, loved this secluded little hamlet and
the pleasant and peaceful countryside in which it is situated… He was a true countryman, with a countryman’s
skills, and a master mason. He was passionately fond of his gardens. Visitors to the hostel will cherish memories
of long earnest chess battles with George in his cosy kitchen, when the official retiring time passed by unheeded.

Robert Armstrong wrote his History of Great Bavington, published as a Millennium project in 2000. In it he
incorporated a chapter The Youth Hostel: An Outsider’s Recollections of Great Bavington, a piece by Gordon Elliott,
who recalled:
I first visited Great Bavington fifty years ago, in August 1949. My school friend Peter Bain and I had become
members of the Youth Hostels Association and decided to try out the newly opened hostel in the village.
According to the local handbook, it had beds for eighteen wayfarers. The following day we would walk over to
Bellingham hostel…
I do remember the approach road winding around crags up to the back of the hostel. The first thing seen was the
outside toilet at the bottom of the garden. Our spirits sank. Round the corner and down the main street, the
bedrock showing through in places, then up the steps to the door bearing the green and white YHA triangle.
This was my first meeting with the warden, George Carr, and was to be the beginning of a friendship lasting
almost a decade until his death in 1959.
Nobody could deny that Great Bavington hostel was of the primitive kind; it had been the local school, one
classroom and a cloak-room/entrance with a huge brown sink. The single classroom, which was about fifteen feet
to the ceiling, was now divided by a screen shielding what was euphemistically called the ‘Ladies Dormitory’, the
remainder being furnished with scrubbed wooden tables, forms, a few individual wooden chairs and a huge black
square stove. Above the stove was a rack stuffed with ex-army blankets. Little did we know at the time that in
winter, when the hostel was little used, the amount of effort that was to be put into airing those blankets in front
of the stove before use. George and Annie were very proud of the new hostel, trying to make all visitors feel at
home.
Peter and I set off to get water with baler and bucket. The supply in those days was a spring up the New Onstead
track behind the Taylors’ farm, not much fun in the dark of winter. Needless to say, washing was at a premium.
The men’s dormitory was down the lane and up into the loft of an outbuilding. In the winter it was freezing cold.
I have to admit to preferring to sleep on a table in front of the stove if there were only a few of us in residence.
New Year’s Eves. One of these latter events comes clearly to mind as I had foolishly volunteered to paint the selfcookers’ kitchen. My girl friend (wife-to-be) and I met at the Haymarket [Newcastle bus station] and boarded
the six o’clock Bedlington and District Coaches service to Kirkharle Cross Roads. Then followed a snowy trudge
uphill, passing the lights of Merry Shields, burdened down with food for three days, a gallon of green gloss, half of
undercoat and sundry brushes etc. The hostel was cold and cheerless, but George had us both down in his cottage
in front of the fire whilst the big black monster stove up the road was trying hard to heat the vast volume of the
old schoolroom air-space.
George Carr died in hospital just before Easter 1959. The cheery, often unshaven, face would never again
welcome travellers. A country gentleman had passed away.
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3
1: Great Bavington youth hostel occupied the single-storey stone building, the old school, located on the main village street.
In this tiny space were the common room and the members’ kitchen, with the women’s dormitory partitioned off. The house
adjoining to its left was the schoolhouse, with the former village pub at the far end (photograph J Philipson. YHA Archive);
2: the same buildings photographed by the author in September 2005, almost 50 years after the hostel closed. Located on this
side of the old hostel entrance door, the village postbox has an interesting history, as special permission was needed to
incorporate it into the walls of a building owned by the church. It is lovingly restored and maintained by villagers.
The former school and hostel is now called Easter Cottage. Men slept upstairs in warden George Carr’s cottage,
nearest the camera. The entire street now forms private dwellings; 3: rare hostel stamp (YHA Archive)
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Rothley Shiel Youth Hostel 1949 to 1956
Rothley Middle Shiel, Hartburn, Morpeth
Historic County:
Northumberland

YHA Region:
Northumberland and Tyneside

GR: NZ 034914

A year after the opening of Great Bavington hostel, Northumberland and Tyneside Region established another,
even more remote and certainly more primitive, in July 1949. Again, it was an attempt to alleviate overcrowding at
the cramped Wallington hostel, at least until the Cambo project had some chance of coming to fruition. Shooting
was one of Sir Charles Trevelyan’s passions, and a shooting lodge had been established on his ground in a lonely,
wild spot some six miles north of Wallington Hall. Amongst bracken and crags there was a small coppice; a
minuscule timber bungalow to serve the shoot was built at the front of it. In a typical act of generosity, Sir Charles
Trevelyan put the hut at the disposal of the YHA region at a nominal rent. The warden was Miss E Carmon, who
lived at a cottage along the rough track towards Longwitton Station.

Sketch map and essential details of the new hostel as shown in the 1950 edition of Youth Hostels in Yorkshire, Durham &
Northumberland. Readers were warned that a knife, fork and spoon had to be brought, and that no meals were provided.
Longwitton Station may have seemed like a good way of accessing this lonely area, but its two trains a day were
overgenerous and the service was soon to finish, in 1952. The station was originally a private halt
called Rothley, presumably to serve the needs of the aristocracy (author’s collection)

As always, Tyneside Hosteller raced off the press with the good news in its July 1949 issue:
Rothley Shield [sic] youth hostel is now open. This small primitive hostel for eight men and six women is a hut
loaned to us by our president, Sir Charles Trevelyan.
Whilst only 24 miles from Newcastle it is in grand country. To the north and west are open fells – north to the
Simondside Hills and west to Elsdon – all excellent walking country. Whilst the cyclist, especially if he does not
mind crossing the many fords, has a large variety of rough routes.
The hostel is by Greenleighton quarry five miles north of Cambo at the junction of two rough roads which run
NW from either end of Rothley Lake. The walker can leave his bus at Cambo, Kirkwhelpington or beyond, or
alternatively almost anywhere between Morpeth and Knowesgate. The warden is Miss Carmon, whose postal
address is Rothley Middle Shield, Hartley, Morpeth and she lives about 400 yards on the Longwitton Station
side of the hostel. Wholehope, Rock and now Rothley Shiel have opened in this record year – all in good
hostelling country.
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1

2
1: Rothley Shiel Youth Hostel, standing on the edge of a small isolated coppice. Arthur Dunabin photographed the hostel
when it was first opened. The picket fence suggested order and neatness within (photograph gifted to the YHA Archive);
2: the hostel from the opposing angle, as illustrated in Youth Hostels in Yorkshire, Durham & Northumberland, 1950
(author’s collection)

As at Wallington and Great Bavington, the region’s magazine highlighted the small improvements made from time
to time. In 1953, in its typically ironic style, it commented:
With Calor Gas lighting, floor covering and new chemical closets, a better balance has been struck at Rothley
between primitive and feather-bedded conditions.

Towards the end of 1955 it enthused:
Rothley Shiel has been redecorated and a new stove has been installed. The usage of the hostel during the past
year has been the best since it was opened.

The claim was incorrect: somehow, 740 men and 273 women had squeezed in to stay there in its first full year, 1950
– how was that possible? – but just over half that number stayed in 1955. Within months it suffered the same fate as
the other local hostels, and lasted the shortest span, a little over 7 years.
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Tyneside Hosteller sounded the knell for the little hostel:
Small hostels seem always to have a higher death-rate than larger ones. Hostellers will not perhaps be surprised to
read that Rothley hostel is to be closed. We are indebted to Sir Charles Trevelyan that we have been able to have
it at a nominal rent for a number of years. It has filled a gap when our accommodation was less than adequate.
As a log-cabin in has a character of its own and it has provided a haven within striking distance of convenient
points like Morpeth and afforded access to fine, if sometimes rough, walking on Simonside hills.
We shall feel, too, our parting with Miss Carmon, to whom we send our cordial farewell with our best wishes for
a placid retirement. Rothley Shiel youth hostel will close permanently on 8th April, 1956.

Small hostels were closing frequently in the mid-1950s. It prompted A Bennett to write a moving article in Youth
Hosteller, April 1958, on how it was his job to close down youth hostels. Rothley Shiel got a mention:
Rothley Shiel, also on the Trevelyan estate, a tiny wooden hostel with no rear exit, lay on the fringe of Chevy
Chase, with sweeping views southwest to Alston [Elsdon?] Moors and south, at night, to the furnaces of Consett.
It bore, unless my memory deceives me, the fitting name of Wideopen. With a lingering look at the little garden
and the sheltering pines, I locked the door, and took the little cat and the key down to the old warden.

Rothley Shiel, the former hostel, photographed in ramshackle state by the author in September 2005. At this stage it was a ruin
obliterated by advancing vegetation and barely recognisable from the earlier photographs of a simple, neat shooting lodge

…

Overnights – inclusive periods each year as follows
1931-1959: previous Oct to Sept
¶: Wallington Hostel; §: Great Bavington Hostel; ∆: Rothley Shiel Hostel
•: 139 bednights were up to closure on 31st December 1955
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938

1939

…

open¶

380¶

652¶

905¶

1234¶

1055¶

1090¶

1513¶

1250¶

1940

1941

1942

1943

1944

1945

1946

1947

1948

1949

815¶
…
…

1440¶
…
…

1370¶
…
…

1621¶
…
…

1714¶
…
…

1848¶
…
…

1866¶
…
…

2041¶
…
…

2371¶
332§
…

2051¶
1067§
197∆

1950

1951

1952

1953

1954

1955

1956

1957

1958

1959

2032¶
975§
1013∆

1883¶
1084§
852∆

1815¶
991§
928∆

1653¶
865§
732∆

1564¶
638§
597∆

1179¶
601§
574∆

139¶•
797§
212∆

…
686§
…

…
590§
…

…
235§
…
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